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professional firm on target.
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How to double  
the value of  

your professional firm.
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     Matthew is world  
class when it comes to  

taking Professional Service  
Firms to the next level, whether  
that be more profits, more clients or more 

productivity from their people. His real world 
strategies take the complexity out of business 
growth. He becomes the unfair advantage for 
the firms he works with in the market place.  

An investment in using Matthew’s  
expertise will add significant  

value to your business.
Keith Abraham  |  Director 
People Pursuing a Passion

1:  Branding & 
Positioning

2:  Production & 
Delivery3:  Client 

Relationship 
Management

4:  Organisational 
Roadblocks

5:  Sales Pipleline 
Marketing 
Process

6:  Collaborative Professional 
Relationships

9:  Rainmaking

10:  Outcomes

7:  Accountability

8:  Multiple the Lifetime 
Future value of your 
      Ideal Clients

10  STEPS
TO FIRM

GROWTH



Tired of business development and  
marketing being all talk and no action  
due to poor advice and lack of time?

Is this you?

About Matthew Brannelly

What Orbit Strategies  
achieves for firms:

It’s a problem that most firms face, but only the 

most successful address. Being a great professional tends to 

come hand in hand with logging significant billable hours, but this 

leaves little time for business development & marketing (around 

1% on average). The option of making more time available means 

time away from profitable billable hours so the exercise gets 

shelved, given to the wrong person to handle or treated as a dip 

our toe in the water and hope for a miracle project.

Unlock hidden profits in your business
Regardless of the age or success of the firm, there are always hidden profits which can instantly  
improve your bottom line. Matthew’s rare business expertise ensures that if there are any  
untapped profit opportunities within your clientele, he’ll quickly turn them into cash in your bank.

Craft a business development plan
After learning the ins and outs of your business operations, target market, opportunities and  
goals, Matthew develops a completely tailored (not one size fits all) business development plan  
to grow your client base and your profit margins to their true potential. Deadlines are integral  
and key staff are appointed as accountable project leaders throughout the process.

Create high value relationships
In any business, the high value relationships are where the true profits lay. It comes back to the classic 80/20 scenario. Lets focus 
on the 20% of your clients who generate 80% of your revenue, then harness their potential, profile their similarities and attract more 
of the same. When every new client fits this mould your profits will soar.

Harness your existing networks
Existing networks are a gold mine of opportunities if you know where to look. How many of your clients and contacts only use a 
percentage of your services, or have people in their own networks who you’d love to have as clients? Imagine the potential if you 
were introduced to the networks of your existing clients. Matthew’s unique system ensures that you are.

Establish your client value proposition
What do you do (or could you do) better than everybody else? What do your clients and prospects need that you will deliver without 
fail? Get this message right, deliver it relentlessly and the market awareness of your strengths will deliver new business.

Create a marketing plan & oversee production
Matthew not only creates a marketing plan tailored to suit your goals and budget, he also sees it through. While most consultants 
will give you a plan and leave you wondering what to do with it, Matthew oversees the projects from concept to completion.  
Using his own network of industry leading marketing experts, Matthew delivers the plan, quotes and execution of every project.

Implement all of the above (not just talk about it) 
Without implementation, the entire process is a waste of time. Matthew not only advises you what to do, he steps in and literally 
does it for you ensuring two things. 1: You can stay focused on what you’re good at - billable hours and running a firm. 2: The plan 
is executed to every last detail, ensuring that you see real results.

Matthew Brannelly is setting new benchmarks in professional industry business growth, providing a complete 
service as a strategist, facilitator, marketer and rainmaker. Matthew is not a talker, but very much a do’er. Having 
evolved his strategies over 30 years, they are not based on theory, but proven methods that he himself has 
achieved. Every challenge Matthew sets for your business, he has the credibility and experience to help you 
achieve it.

After building his own successful company (and subsequently selling) in the finance industry, Matthew created 
networks in the 1990’s of established legal firms, accounting firms and financial advisors to work collaboratively 
on Business Succession opportunities and leverage from each other’s connections. It was known as the  
Plan-Net Professional’s Network and the results consistently exceeded all expectations. After refining the 
collaboration model and working on a financial level with professional firms for many years, Matthew developed a 
highly advanced system specifically for modern firms. He is now sharing his secrets as a specialist consultant.

BUSINESS GROWTH 
Yes, we know it works. Yes, it will work for you if you engage Matthew’s expertise. With a rare, 
specialised combination of skills and a proven track record, we will happily guarantee your satisfaction. If you complete 
the first three months and are not satisfied we will refund your money. The fact is that Orbit always delivers results.

The typical firm (model A).           No time or strategy to implement.

The typical firm (model B).            Strategy created but no time to implement (or poor strategy).

Professional firm using Orbit Stategies to strategise (& implement).

A complete specialised service from strategy to implementation, delivering results.

Too little time / resources to focus on 
business development & marketing.

Talk inhouse about new opportunities, 
but no time, plan or support to execute.

Zero
new growth

OUTCOME:

from bus development  
& marketing.

Outstanding
new growth

OUTCOME:

from bus development & marketing.

Limited time or expertise to 
implement plan.

Despite good intentions, creating 
the strategy will get you nowhere 
if nobody implements it. Even if 
implemented, a poor strategy will 
fall well short of your targets.

Create strategy 
(with business  

coach or marketing 
consultant for you  

to implement)

Zero or little
new growth

OUTCOME:

from bus development  
& marketing.

ORGANISATION 
Getting your firm growth 
ready - identifying and 
overcoming roadblocks  

to growth.

IMPLEMENT 
Converting advice into action. 
Not just talking but actually 
implementing marketing, 

rainmaking, network 
development etc 
in line with plan.

BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT 

Creating a strategy optimising 
networks, introducing new 

opportunities, target markets, 
marketing plan and  

much more.

GUARANTEED

Matthew is a  
tenacious business operator  

who has a great ability to think 
outside the square. Over the 20 years 

that I have known Matthew I have always found 
him to have endless energy and commitment  

to completing projects that he takes on.  
Matthew has a dynamic and engaging  

style for challenging existing  
business paradigms.

Jason Titman
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  Matthew’s  
experience and creative 
thinking, together with 

his network of associated 
professionals, provides the 
basis for any professional 
firm to grow and increase 

their revenue.
Ian Wood 

Value Beyond

Business 
Development

Business 
Development

Business 
Development
(your time)


